Dear Dorothy,

Two letters today—255, which was missing before and 257. I will try to get the pottery and stuff which you want. Up to a lamp base, the only things I know of other than a vase are (1) a big Thai brass candlestick, and (2) an African lamp. I have mentioned these before in letters and when I was in Washington and you didn't seem too enamored of either. If you have reconsidered I will try to get pictures of these. These are no attractive metal urns or jars.

I am returning Tom's Score thing. I am sorry he was disappointed at his showing. Maybe he next perhaps he will learn he just can't sit back and have honors come to him. If he wants to improve his reading comprehension,
he must read more, and that all that is to that.

They just shot Bobby. Everyone I suppose, but we people die usually for even less reason. I of course would not have wished him dead, and perhaps how I just did, but if someone had to be shot, I don't know if anyone I would have picked in preference to him.

Two more slides tonight. One of my favorite Buddhist synagogues - I think it is a tie, job, building - and one from the roof of B00 #1 during the cemetery fight.


Love

[Signature]